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“Baby daughter, even if the skies falls down, papa can handle it for you. Do not fret.” The 

voice on the other side of the phone was extremely calm, and he really did not care about 

his child’s trouble at all. 

” Yet, however it’s extremely bothersome. Individuals I’ve provoked are possibly more than 

those big shots Lu Hongguang from Rong City.” 

” What … what! Who are you speaking about?” The person on the other end of the line was 

immediately delighted. 

” Lu Hongguang, Ning Xingpeng, Bao Jingzhong, Chen Kaihua.” 

” Shen Dan, what did you do?” The voice on the other side of the phone screamed furiously. 

He doted on his little girl and she had actually been spoiled given that childhood years, 

however he did not expect that Shen Dan would certainly cause such big trouble. 

The Shen household could not pay for to upset any individual of the 4 big shots’ household. 

Now that she had actually provoked 4 individuals at the same time, she was driving the 

Shen family into a dead end. 

 

” Dad, I’m sorry. I don’t intend to. I really did not recognize he could be so powerful,” Shen 

Dan cried. 

On the flag-raising platform, when everything was disclosed, the reality was revealed. 

Throughout this time period, the students were really upset concerning the gossip on Jiang 

Yingying. They were very dissatisfied with the president’s handling of this issue. 

The good news is, he relinquished his placement, so they might cool down a few of their 

temper. Additionally, Bao Jingzhong and also Chen Kaihua either turned up. They would 

reinforce the administration of this matter in the future, so the entire issue calmed down. 

 

Jiang Ying considered Samuel with tears in her eyes. She really did not recognize exactly 

how she can thank him. He was so busy. Whatever he did, she couldn’t repay him. 



” Thanks, Bro Samuel.” Jiang Yingying claimed. 

Samuel patted Jiang Yingying’s shoulder and claimed, “It’s just a little issue. Don’t take it to 

heart. 

Jiang Yingying kept nodding her head, sobbing so hard that she could not make an audio. 

Samuel came down from the flag-raising platform and secured his phone. 

” Thank you for your help. I owe you a favor,” Samuel claimed. 

I will certainly remember this favor,” Gina stated. Samuel might not utilize such a fantastic 

power in Rong City. 

” How many individuals understand about this?” Samuel stated. 

” Don’t stress. I have actually asked someone to pass on the message. No person knows that 

this matter has something to do with the Hannigan family members,” Gina claimed. 

” That’s great. There’s absolutely nothing else. That’s it.” 

” When the new year is coming, return the support to me. Take her house to have a look,” 

Gina claimed. 

Samuel was startled. 

Go house? 

These 2 words offered him an extremely strange sensation. 

Home? 

In that area, Samuel had actually not regarded it his home for a long period of time. 

” Allow’s discuss it later.” After stating that, Samuel hung up the phone without giving Gina 

an opportunity to shoot down. 



While Jiang Yingying was walking with Samuel, Samuel had just do away with the phone as 

well as she said to Samuel, “Brother Samuel, let me treat you to a meal.” 

” Okay, I’m starving.” Samuel touched his belly as well as claimed, “Yet I’ll treat you to this 

dish.” 

“Exactly how can it be all right? You have helped me so much, just how can I let you 

welcome me to dinner?” Jiang Yingying certainly could not agree. Samuel pertained to Rong 

City from until now away to assist her fix the difficulty. Simply a few words of many thanks, 

Jiang Yingying can not express her appreciation. Although a dish was inadequate, she can 

only do so a lot. 

“When you have a holiday as well as come back to Cloud City to treat me, I will certainly ask 

you to treat me a huge treat. Otherwise, a rich person like me, you can not treat me to a 

roadside delay, can you?” Samuel made believe to appear. 

With Jiang Yingying’s existing economic capability, it held true that she might not afford to 

treat Samuel to a big meal, so she did not refute what she stated. 

There was a lot of food outside the school, including high- as well as low-end living 

locations. Besides, there were some rich individuals amongst college students nowadays. 

Not long after they sat down in the dining-room, a woman walked up to them 

apologetically. 

“Liang Hong, why did you betray me?” Jiang Yingying was not calm when she saw her. Liang 

Hong was her flatmate. Throughout the video of her transforming clothes, only Liang Hong 

was with her in the dorm room. 

“Yingying, I’m sorry. Shen Dan forced me to do this. If I really did not do this, she would not 

let me go. You understand that her household is extremely abundant. Just how could I risk 

to upset her?” Liang Hong took a video. Although she got some cash, her conscience was 

also enduring. Today, Jiang Ying get her virtue back. The strength revealed by Samuel 

forced Liang Hong to say sorry to Jiang Yingying. 

 


